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Products Detail
Metal decoration net include: metal mesh curtain, copper metal curtain,metal curtain, spiral metal mesh curtains, decorative
metal curtain, curtain wall metal mesh curtain, condole top,the ceiling decoration, etc.

Metal mesh can handle into unique color.These colorful metal mesh, is made from different kinds of materials and different
processing methods, in addition to retain the advantages of metal, and easy to maintain, and its smooth appearance, easy to
clean, better meet the requirements of the designer on the style and personality.

As building decoration field constantly updated and application of new technology, new material construction metal decoration
net attracts the extensive concern of the industry.Now products have been spread in some large-scale landmark building
decoration engineering application.Metal decoration net is composed of metal bars or metal wire woven, according to the fabric
weaving form, composed of horizontal metal rod through the vertical metal cable all sorts of design, use of materials including
stainless steel and high strength and corrosion resistant chromium steel and other metals.And surface through special processing,
such as gold plating, silver plating, titanium plating, tin plating, etc elements present a variety of other colors.Scope of its
application field widely, adornment effect is remarkable, has become the latest must-haves in the current architectural art.

Metal mesh shade is a new type of building decoration materials, using the high quality stainless steel, aluminum alloy, alloy
materials, such as compiled by the special craft and become, because of its wire and special flexibility and luster of the metal
line is widely used in building facade, partition, ceiling, and the airport station, hotels, opera house, the exhibition hall and other
high-grade internal and external decoration.Adornment effect is vivid, unique shape, elegant.Different light, different
environments, different time, different viewing Angle, the visual effect is very rich, reveal elegant temperament, special
personality, noble taste.

Stainless steel wire rope mesh

1-Ring Type

2-Weaving Type

3-Zoo Mesh

4-Stainless steel rope mesh



Art design Punching

1-Art design Punching

2-Building Series

3-Landscape Series

4-Calligraphy and painting series

5-People series

6-Animal Series



Architectural decorative plate

1-Laser cutting curtain wall/partition/screen

2-Building curtain wall

3-Punching decorative plate

4-Punching fence


